MANUFACTURERS ALLIANCE GROUP, INC.

®
MINIMUM QUANTITY LUBRICATION
&
ORGANIC LUBRICANTS

*SERVING THE INDUSTRY FOR OVER 20 YEARS*

“GO LEAN, THINK GREEN”
1-800-441-2023

www.maglube.com

info@maglube.com

Why Micro-Lubrication or
Minimum Quantity Lubrication?
®

MagLube works to prevent heat by eliminating friction. MagLube lubricants are delivered
directly to the cutting edge of the tool before the cut is made with our precision delivery
systems causing any heat to be displaced through the chip. There are no fumes, no mist in the
air and no cleanup of the work piece because 99.9% of the lubricant is consumed in the cut.

vs.
Total Adjustability of Applicators (3 Adjustments):
1. Pump Quantity – Amount of lubricant per stroke of the pump
2. Air Flow Control – Amount of air coming out of the nozzle
3. Frequency Generator – Number of times the pump strokes (5-200X per minute)

vs.

MAGLUBE APPLICATOR 2-9

1. Reservoir: Multiple reservoir capacities,
10 oz., 32 oz., ½ gallon, 1-gallon, 2-gallon
and 5-gallon.
2. Air Flow Control: Regulates the amount
of air flow coming out of the nozzle.
Turning CCW (counterclockwise) will
increase the amount of air.
3. Solenoid/Pilot Valve: Automatically turns
the system on via air or electric signal.
4. Pressure Gauge: Measures the amount of
air pressure entering the applicator. Air
pressure should be between 80 - 120 psi.
5. Coalescing Filter: This filter will prevent
particles and water from entering the
system, keeping the air and oil lines clean.

6. Brass Pumps: Pneumatically controlled
positive displacement pumps.
7. Adjustment Assembly: Controls the
amount of lubricant each stroke of the
pump delivers. CW = more lubricant, CCW
= less lubricant.
8. Lock & Key: Standard feature to keep
your specific settings secure.
9. Steel Box: All applicators are
manufactured using impact-resistant steel
NEMA style boxes for maximum
durability.
10. Frequency Generator: This controls the
frequency at which the pumps stroke. The
range is between 5-200 times per minute.

®

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

BAND SAWS – The MagLube band saw system is designed to apply a thin film of lubricant equally to both
sides of the blade while cutting. This will allow for dry chips and zero disposal of spent lubricant. With no heat
and equal lubrication, straighter cuts and better surface finishes will be achieved. Blade life increases of 3-10
times is common when switching to MagLube.

CNC ROUTERS – A MagLube system is perfect for any CNC router. A toggle switch is installed to allow only
air to come out of the nozzle when cutting acrylic or PVC. MagLube will cause no fog or misting in the air,
prevent build-up around the bit and leave chips virtually dry because there is no disposal of spent oils.

MILLING/DRILLING MACHINES – The MagLube Applicator coupled with our lubricants will not only
improve your tool life but will also improve the surface finish by evacuating the “dry chips” from the tool path.
Because our lubricant is thinner than water soluble coolant, closer tolerances and repeatability are
consistently maintained. The added benefits include little or no clean-up and the elimination of parts washing.
The operators will benefit from the elimination of fogging and misting coolant in the air.

CIRCULAR SAWS – The MagLube circular saw unit combined with our circular saw nozzle is designed to
apply a microscopic amount of lubricant to the “gullet” of the blade where the chip is formed as well as
lubricating both sides of the blade to prevent build-up from rubbing. The lubricant will enhance chip
evacuation from the blade lending itself to better surface finishes and cooler running blades with less
amperage draw from the motor.

STAMPING PRESSES – The MagLube Lubrication system is perfect for use on stamping of all materials. The
total elimination of water-based coolants is now possible. By applying a thin film of MagLube lubricant to the
coil stock prior to entering the press will automatically transfer to the punches and dies eliminating galling and
buildup on the tooling. Metal stampers now have an organic alternative to conventional stamping fluids.
MagLube is formulated with no hazardous chemicals of any kind. When used with the MagLube applicators,
stamping applications have reduced their stamping fluid usage from gallons per shift to a few ounces of
MagLube lubricant while maintaining consistent part quality.

ROLL FORMERS – The MagLube system is designed to apply a thin film of lubricant equally to both sides of
the coil stock prior to entering the machine. This process will keep the forming wheels free from build-up from
materials such as galvanized aluminum, cold rolled steel and painted material. Use of our organic lubricants
will eliminate the need to run with water and oil. There is vitually no mess or clean-up required on most
materials. With a microscopic film of lubricant applied to the coil stock, the forming wheels will run clean with
no scratches on the material.

®

STANDARD APPLICATORS

1 Nozzle
Choose Activation Signal:
*Air Only
*Electric (110V, 240V, 24VDC)
*Air Pilot Valve
*Manual Slide Valve
*Remote Mount Toggle Switch
*Pneumatic Limit Switch

Hose Length:
*10-20 feet

Choose Activation Signal:
*Air Only
*Electric (110V, 240V, 24VDC)
*Air Pilot Valve
*Manual Slide Valve
*Remote Mount Toggle Switch
*Pneumatic Limit Switch

Hose Length:
*10-20 feet

Choose Activation Signal:
*Air Only
*Electric (110V, 240V, 24VDC)
*Air Pilot Valve
*Manual Slide Valve
*Remote Mount Toggle Switch
*Pneumatic Limit Switch

Hose Length:
*10-40 feet

Choose Activation Signal:
*Air Only
*Electric (110V, 240V, 24VDC)
*Air Pilot Valve
*Manual Slide Valve
*Remote Mount Toggle Switch
*Pneumatic Limit Switch

Hose Length:
*10-40 feet

Reservoir Size:
*1 Quart

Choose Nozzle:
*12” Copper/Stainless
*12” Mag Base Loc-Line
*12” Flexible Metal
*Aluminum Block Loc-Line
*Halo Nozzle

2 Nozzles

Reservoir Size:
*1 Quart

Choose Nozzle(s):
*12” Copper/Stainless
*12” Mag Base Loc-Line
*12” Flexible Metal
*Mountable Loc-Line
*Bandsaw Nozzle
*Circular Saw Nozzle

3 Nozzles

Reservoir Size:
*1 Quart
*1/2 Gallon
*1 Gallon

Choose Nozzle(s):
*12” Copper/Stainless
*12” Mag Base Loc-Line
*12” Flexible Metal
*Mountable Loc-Line
*Circular Saw Nozzle

4 Nozzles

Reservoir Size:
*1 Quart
*1/2 Gallon
*1 Gallon

Choose Nozzle(s):
*12” Copper/Stainless
*12” Mag Base Loc-Line
*12” Flexible Metal
*Mountable Loc-Line
*Bandsaw Nozzle
*Circular Saw Nozzle

*Standard Units Available Up to 8 Nozzles*
CALL 1-800-441-2023 IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR NEED SUGGESTIONS

®









CUSTOM APPLICATOR DESIGNS

Designed specific for each application
Nozzle design is tailored to produce the best spray pattern for the operation
All applicators are manufactured in steel NEMA style boxes
All controls are located inside the locking steel box
Multiple control types – pneumatic, electric, digital and PLC
Each nozzle can be on a separate signal
Multiple reservoir capacities – from 10 ounce to 5 gallon

MAGLUBE applicators, when coupled with our line of natural-based lubricants, give results
that are unparalleled in our industry. Our systems properly apply a small amount of high-grade
lubricant to the cutting surface of the work piece and the tool face. This process greatly
reduces the friction between the two surfaces, resulting in decreased heat. When operating at
lower temperatures, tool life is extended; increases in feed rates will boost production and
allow for better surface finishes.
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“GO LEAN, THINK GREEN”

®

LUBRICANTS

*All lubricants are available in 1 gallon, 5 gallon, 55 gal. drum and 250/330 gal. tote quantities

LD-300A
Non-ferrous lubricant. It is a room temperature liquid possessing low viscosity,
light color and excellent lubrication properties. It will not attack rubber or plastics.
It is used on critical applications as it will not leave any mess or sticky residue.
*Best used for Roll Forming, Chain Lubrication, Metalworking, Milling, Sawing,
Drilling, Tapping, Bending, Woodworking, Stamping and Forming.

LD-300L
Non-ferrous lubricant designed specifically for aluminum. It is non-staining when
removed at high temperatures (350°F). LD-300L is considered to be the ultimate
lubricant when machining soft metals such as aluminum, copper, nickel etc.
*Best used for Aluminum Fabrication, Milling, Sawing, Drilling, Tapping,
Stamping and Bending.

MD-200
General purpose lubricant for all materials (metal, plastic, wood and rubber). It is
blended with a complete package of extreme pressure additives that provide
excellent anti-wear characteristics.
*Best used for Medium to Heavy-Duty Machining, Sawing, Drilling, Milling,
Tapping, Stamping, Bending and Forming. It is good for ALL metals.

HD-100
Heavy-duty lubricant for extreme applications where extended tool life is
desirable. It is blended with a complete package of extreme pressure additives
that provide excellent anti-wear characteristics and a high burn-off temperature.
*Best used for Heavy-Duty Machining, Sawing, Milling, Tapping, Stamping and
Deep Hole Drilling.

®

HAND HELD LUBRICANTS
Solid Block Lubricant – Used for Sanding, Grinding,
Buffing and Sawing Applications. Available in:
* 3.2 oz. blocks (MB-SBL-1) – Single
* 3.2 oz. blocks (MB-SBL-10) – Tray of 10
* 3.2 oz. blocks (MB-SBL) – Case of 100
* 16 oz. tubes (MSBT-16) – Case of 20

MS-8 – Pump spray lubricant used for Tapping, Drilling,
Milling and Sawing. Available in 8 oz. bottles.

BENEFITS OF MAGLUBE LUBRICANTS












Safe, Non-Toxic, Biodegradable
Safer Working Conditions
Cleaner Machine Operation
No Hazardous Ingredients to Report to the EPA/OSHA
Eliminates the Need for Flood Coolant and Other Cutting Fluids
Long Term Cost Savings
No Disposal of Spent Oils
Increased Tool Life Due to Reduced Heat and Friction
Increased Feed Rates for Faster Production
No Discoloration of Parts
Better Surface Finishes

CUT DOWN YOUR
LUBRICANT USAGE
FROM GALLONS TO
OUNCES WITH MINIMUM
QUANTITY
LUBRICATION!

®

MQL NOZZLES

Bandsaw Nozzles

Copper Nozzle

Loc-Line Nozzle on Alum Block

2/3 Port Circular Saw Nozzles

Stainless Steel Nozzle

Mag Mount Loc-Line Nozzle

Adjustable Mag Mount Nozzle

Flexible Metal Nozzle

®

MQL NOZZLES

Adjustable Frogeye Nozzles

Halo Nozzles

Mountable Frogeye Nozzle

O-Ring Oiler Nozzle

Adjustable Press Nozzle

Adj Frogeye Bracket Nozzle

Adjustable Bar Stock Nozzles

Adj Halo Nozzle on Bracket

® WHAT CAN MAGLUBE DO FOR YOU???
MAGLUBE is specifically designed to eliminate the need for traditional water-based flood coolants and
other cutting fluids. Our systems are designed to use ounces per day, as opposed to gallons in other
“traditional” methods. Our natural-based line of lubricants have been tested and proven in the metal-working
industry on a variety of applications. See how MAGLUBE can improve your bottom line while keeping your
shop clean and green.

“MICRO-LUBRICATION SYSTEMS”
“MINIMUM QUANTITY LUBRICATION” (MQL)
“NEAR-DRY MACHINING”
Eliminate the problems & costs associated with traditional means of lubrication

...PROVIDING GREEN LUBRICATION SOLUTIONS SINCE 1995…

NO DISPOSAL…INCREASED TOOL LIFE…BETTER SURFACE FINISHES…DRY CHIPS
MANUFACTURERS ALLIANCE GROUP, INC.
1535 Oak Industrial Lane, Suite I
Cumming, GA 30041
770-888-4470 / 1-800-441-2023
FAX: 770-844-9899

www.maglube.com

